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Machine Reasoning for Determining Radiation
Sensitivity of Semiconductor Devices
Charles Kim, Senior Member, IEEE, Harald Schone, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A machine reasoning system has been built in order
to extract from device-level radiation test data a positive
correlation between general device parameters and radiation
sensitivity. The prototype machine reasoning engine was
developed and tested on a dataset of 170 A/D and D/A converters
to assess the contribution of device parametric attributes on the
overall device latch-up sensitivity to radiation. The machine
reasoning is developed with entropy-minimum based classification
for decision rule generation and with the maximum entropy
principle for determining the probability and margin of error of
the generated rules. A preliminary testing of the machine
reasoning system revealed that the semiconductor manufacturing
process (including feature size and die area) is very important in
radiation immunity of a device along with manufacturing year
and conversion time (or settling time).
Index Terms— Machine reasoning, inductive reasoning,
information entropy, radiation impact, semiconductor device.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

RADIATION effects in deeply scaled, complex
semiconductor devices such as processors, memories or
analog to digital (A/D) converters are strongly influenced by
manufacturing process parameters, design margins, component
architecture and specific radiation mitigation steps, just to
name a few contributing factors. Each of these devices and
process parameters may have their unique expression to the
radiation environment. They may amplify or very often cancel
each other to some degree.
We know this quite well from detailed studies of specially
designed test structures where it is possible to isolate the
influence of a single device parameter, transistor feature or
design variation on the overall response to a specific radiation
environment. For practical reasons, most of the radiation
testing and all flight heritage data provide Single Event Effects
(SEE) or Total Ionization Dose (TID) data for the entire
device. Rarely does the end user have access to the detailed
device design files or process parameters. In most cases, such
information is deemed highly proprietary.
It is the norm for very complex devices that 10’s if not 100’s
of subtle device features may be able to contribute to the
overall device’s radiation response, making it almost
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impossible to know which specific features contribute to the
observed device response. This means that, in most practical
situations, past test results of, for example, a microprocessor
would poorly predict the radiation response of a similar
processor even if manufactured by the same manufacturer.
This is not to say that prior radiation experiments or heritage
data for like devices are without value. JPL has captured
general lessons learned in a number of selection guidelines [1]
from the long history of radiation research that lend one to
some useful recommendations without the need of a detailed
design and construction analysis. It is well known, for
example, that the scaling trends have positive effects on TID
susceptibility below the 65-90 nm node. Similarly, the charge
particle induced bipolar latch-up loop in a parasitic PNP +
NPN structure is unsustainable if feature scaling leads to a
supply voltage collapse during the latch-up event [2]. As
pointed out earlier, however, general rules that reduce the
expected device radiation response to just a few factors are a
great simplification and at best suitable to identify the most
likely, average radiation response. Inherent to all such
guidelines is the difficulty to identify from the wealth of part
level test data positive and statistically significant correlations
between device parameters and resulting radiation responses.
The purpose of this article is to report the development of a
machine reasoning system which can be trained to comb
through the existing radiation dataset and extract radiation
guidelines. A prototype machine reasoning engine was built to
identify common device parametric attributes and
characteristics in A/D and D/A converters that are indicative of
Single Event Latch-Up (SEL) sensitivity. SEL is caused by
the so-called Bipolar Latch-Up loop inside a semiconductor
device by the particle-triggered PNP + NPN parasitic bipolar
structure, which provides a low impedance path in power rail
leading to shorting of power supply line and the ground and
thus to undesired functional property or damage [2].
The article is organized as follows. Chapter II introduces
the framework of machine reasoning for (a) dominant attribute
discovery and (b) guidelne rule extraction using the discovered
attributes. In Chapter III, we discuss the A/D and D/A
converter training dataset, device parametric attributes
considered, and the resulting machine reasoning predictions for
SEL sensitivity in A/D and D/A converters. Chapter IV
concludes the article.
II. MACHINE REASONING FRAMEWORK
The main theory behind dominant attribute discovery and
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guideline rule ex
xtraction using
g training datasets is inducctive
nformation enttropy minimum
m principle [3].. In
reaasoning with in
infformation theory, “informaation measuree” compares the
outtcome one observes
o
to a prior state of expectattion.
Thherefore, inform
mation can bee related to a prior estimatee of
proobability, and thus
t
the quantiity of informattion (IQ) is defiined
as proportional to the negativee of the logaritthm of probabiility
(p)), with k a con
nstant [4]: IQ = − k ln p . Infformation entrropy

A binnarized samplee data is obtaained after coonverting the
analog ddata, via corressponding threshholds, into binary values, 1
for sam
mple values abbove the threeshold, -1 forr below the
thresholdd, and 0 for noo data sample.
The ssame conditioonal entropy cconcept and iits use with
thresholdd value determ
mination can allso be applied on binarized
attributee values to succcessively deteermine dominaant attributes
in correelating an atttribute to thee outcomes. Consider a
binarizedd data which hhas N number of samples, eaach of which
(S)) is defined as the expected value
v
of inform
mation, and thu
us is
is consissts of m attribuutes and one ouutcome, T or F
F. Then, we
deffined as: S = −kpln p .
can form
m a conditionall entropy equaation for the ithh attribute as
In our contex
xt, information entropy is interpreted as
a a follows:
meeasure of unceertainty in co
orrelating an outcome,
o
Truee or
Fallse, to a certaain device parameter. In the ideal entrropy Si = − pi ( −1)[ pi (T |−1) ln pi (T |−1) + pi (F|−1) ln pi (F|−1)] ,
miinimum state, all of the in
nformation hass been extraccted, − pi ( 1)[ p i (T |1) ln pi (T |1) + pi (F|1) ln pi ( F|1)]
ng or negating
g an where, p i(-1) is the raatio of the num
whhich leads to a guideline rulle for affirmin
mber of samplles of ‘-1' in
outtcome with thee highest certaainty for the giiven radiation test attributee i and the totaal number of samples (whichh is N in this
datta. Further, siince new test data can be eaasily added to the case), annd pi(1) is the rratio of the num
mber of samples of ‘1’ and
fraamework, any additional radiation test dataa would promp
ptly the totall number N. p(F|1) and pp(F|-1) are proobabilities of
update the dominant attributess, the initial gu
uideline rule, and outcomee F given thhat the sampple value is 1 and -1,
m
it a leearning machine- respectivvely.
thee certainty off the rule, making
After applying the cconditional enntropy to all m attributes, a
reaasoning system
m.
m conditional
certain aattribute Ak whhich produces the minimum
A. Dominant Attribute Discoveery
entropy will be the besst attribute in ccorrelating thee sample data
Exxtracting guidelline rules from
m binary data iss simple. A typ
pical to the ouutcomes.
exaample one maay encounter iss the following
g statement: Iff the
Dominant Attribbutes
AD
DC was manuffactured on thee SOI process,, latch-up will not B. Deciision Rule Derrivation with D
Then the guideline rule, Rk for thee attribute k, ccan be drawn
occcur. Thereforre, the first steep in determin
ning the domin
nant
attrribute is to convert all analo
og-valued samp
ple data to bin
nary from thee best (highestt) conditional pprobability froom the set of
vallued data. Thee first step for the “binarizattion” is perform
med four: pk((T|-1), pk(F|-1), pk(T|1), and pk(F|-1). Speecifically, the
F) is formed byy the just one
by threshold calculation with cond
ditional entrropy guidelinne rule of an ouutcome (T or F
n which the thrreshold value of an attributee in of the ouutcome-conditiion set whose pprobability is hhighest:
miinimization, in
binnarizining the analog samp
ple values iss the one wh
hich
), THEN (Outcome).
miinimizes its co
onditional entrropy. Referrring Figure 1, the R: IF (Attribute Condition)
opy S(x), which, for a ch
hosen value x,
x is
connditional entro
If, for eexample, pk(T|1) is the highhest from the sset, then the
deffined with con
nditional probaabilities of two outcomes, True
T
(T)) and False (F
F), under 2 con
nditions (one for
fo a sample vaalue guidelinne rule is formeed as follows:
low
wer than a certtain threshold value and the other greater than
t
Rk: IF (Ak = 1), THEN (T).
thaat) as,
S( x ) = − p( x − )[ p(T |x − ) ln p(T |x − ) + p(F|x − ) ln p(F|x − )] ,
− p( x + )[ p(T |x + ) ln p(T |x + ) + p(T |x + ) ln p(T |x + )]

In thiis step, the proobability (or ccertainty) of thhis guideline
rule itsellf is generated from the maxiimum entropy based Bayes
estimatee by [4]
xk + 1 ,

he ratio of the number of sam
mples below x and < p k (O ) >>= n + 2
whhere, p(x-) is th
k
thee total number of samples, and p(x+) iss the ratio of the
where, xk is the tottal number oof samples saatisfying the
num
mber of samples above x an
nd the total nu
umber of samp
ples.
conditio n Ak = (1 or -1) and Ok = (T or F), and nk is the total
p(T
T|x_) and p(T
T|x+) are probab
bilities of outccome T given that
number of samples sattisfying the attrribute conditionn Ak = (1 or
thee sample value is below and above x, respectively.
-1). Alsso, the marginn of error of the drawn probability is
obtainedd by
∙

∙

,

where z is the z-score ffor a confidencce interval, 1.665 for 90%,
1.96 for 95%, and 2.577 for 99%, for iinstance.

Fig.1. Illustration of a thresholld determination fo
or an attribute.

mples can be directly linkedd to a single
Usuallly, not all sam
guidelinne rule. If that were the case, the sample daata would be
very eaasy to classiffy without anny help of aalgorithm or
inferencce. Therefore, w
we apply step--wise approxim
mation [5] by
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which, after the first attribute and its corresponding guideline
rule are found, we remove all the samples which match the
guideline from the binarized dataset and we repeat the
conditional entropy minimum process for the remaining data
samples.
This “step” for attribute-guideline generation
continues until there is no sample left in the binarized dataset,
at which point we can say the set of guidelines generated in the
process would most accurately represent the sample dataset in
correlating their attributes and the outcomes. One will have
created a complete SEL guideline decision tree once the entire
dataset has been arranged and the attributes have been sorted
by dominance.
Referring Figure 2, the conditional entropy minimum
framework for dominant attribute discovery and corresponding
rule from sample dataset is summarized in the following
computational processes:
1) First, from a sample dataset with attributes and
outcomes, each sample values of attributes are
binarized by the threshold determined by the
conditional entropy minimum principle.
2) Second, from the binarized dataset, conditional
entropies for separating the outcomes by each
attribute are calculated and, then, the attribute whose
conditional entropy is the lowest is selected as the best
attribute.
3) Third, using the best attribute, a prediction rule for
outcome occurrence is made using the highest
conditional probability for the 4 outcome-condition
pairs, which in general is in the pattern of R1: A1 = 0
Æ T or A1 = 1 Æ F, where A1 is the value of the first
order (most dominant) attribute. In this step, the
unbiased probability (or certainty) of the prediction
rule and the margin of error are calculated.
4) Fourth, from the binarized dataset, remove all the
samples which satisfied the first rule pattern for the
first order attribute.
5) Fifth, go to the Second step and repeat to obtain for
R2: A2 = 0 Æ T or A2 = 1 Æ F, where A2 is the value
of the second order (second dominant) attribute, and
so on, until the dataset is empty.

Then a decision tree structure is obtained as illustrated in
Figure 3 using the dominant attributes.
When more data are added to the dataset, the process
resumes from the first step to update the attributes and
corresponding outcome prediction rules by the new evidence.
Alternatively, validation result of the attributes and the rules
using a test dataset can be added to the original (or training)
dataset to further improve the attribute selection and outcome
prediction.

Fig.3. Decision tree structure example.

III. MACHINE REASONING ON RADIATION TEST DATA
A. Radiation Test Data
The dataset used in the study is primarily composed of the
following two sources: (a) NASA JPL RAD Central which lists
the parts tested by JPL and their reports and (b) NASA GSFC
Radiation Data Base which contains a list of parts tested by
GSFC and JPL. Additionally, other published or internal
documents such as selection guidelines and compendium
reports [6] are used to select device attributes that may
contribute to overall SEL sensitivity of ADC/DACs.
In the above two sources, some reports are 20 years old or
older, and only 10% of them were reported in the year 2010 or
later. The breakdown of the reporting years of the data is as
follows: 1980s (12%), 1990s (49 %), 2000s (29 %), and 2010
and later (10%).
The collected dataset contains 170 radiation test data with
SEL thresholds and SEL saturation cross sections.
It is
assumed that different device attributes can lead to a total
suppression of latch-up (i.e., guard rings) while others merely
raise the threshold. Based on this assumption, the breakdown
of the data in terms of somewhat arbitrary threshold categories
is indicated in Table I.
TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF TEST DATA IN 4 LET CATEGORIES
SEL Immune LET
<5
5 - 37.5
37.5 - 75
> 75
Level
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
Number of Test Data 27
65
18
60
Percentage of Data
16%
38%
11%
35%

B. Device Parametric Attributes
Relevant device attributes are selected by identifying device
Fig.2. Machine Reasoning Process
parameters commonly included in the test report. In addition,
After the dataset is empty and all the steps of rule are found. attributes are included based on the underlying physics of SEL
sensitivity such as feature size, supply voltage, substrate
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material, etc. Unfortunately, many attributes which are known
to be important are not readily available. For example, the
feature size and die area information is not usually available
from datasheets. Reliability reports and data books from
manufacturers shed some light on these two attributes;
however, more often than not, direct help from the
manufacturers is essential. The parametric attributes adopted
for the work with justification, if applicable, are:
1) Manufacturer: The companies which fabricated devices.
2) Converter type: ADC or DAC is an attribute. According
to the JPL guideline, the failure rate of DAC is 1/25,
which is much lower than ADC.
3) Resolution of Device: The number of bits is an attribute.
The internal JPL guidelines states that the failure
probability of an ADC with 12 –bit or higher resolution is
0.2.
4) Process Technology: Bipolar, CMOS, LCCMOS,
BiCMOS, and SOI/SOS. The JPL guideline states that
Bipolar technology is immune to SEL while it is sensitive
to the total irradiation dose rate (TID). Also it states that
more recent CMOS or BiCMOS technology is more
tolerant to SEL effect. On the other hand, it has been
know that the SEL sensitivity can be reduced by lightly
doped epitaxial layers grown on heavily doped substrate
and silicon on insulator (SOI (on Silicon Dioxide) or
SOS(on Sapphire)). The insulating silicon dioxide
reduces the parasitic device capacitance. While thin
Oxides are susceptible to SEGR (Single Event Gate
Rupture) due to radiation induced leakage current,
however, thick oxides in which holes can be accumulated
are more susceptible to the total irradiation dose (TID)
effect of radiation.
5) Substrate Feature Size: The smallest spacing between
repeated features in μm. It is hypothesized that smaller
feature size would have many more nodes affected by a
single particle thus increase the SEL sensitivity.
6) Die Area: Size of semiconductor die in mm2.
7) Architecture/Algorithm of ADC/DAC: For ADC - (a)
Successive Approximation which hardware components
of comparators and switched capacitors, (b) Flash which
is composed of comparators and characterized with big
die size, high count of input capacitors, and high power
dissipation, (c) Integrating ADC with analog integrators,
comparators, and count pulses, and (d) Sigma-Delta
Modulation which is a digital intensive architecture with
composition of integrators, comparators, and digital
filters, and for DAC - (a) Resistor architecture with
weighted resistors or so-called R-2R ladder as
Multiplying DAC, (b) Charge Redistribution which is
composed mainly of switched capacitors, and (c) Current
Steering architecture which is characterized by low
voltage differential signaling with current switching
cells..
8) Sampling Rate: For ADC in MHz
9) Conversion Rate: for ADC in μs and for DAC, settling
time in μs.
10) Manufactured Year: Manufacture’s data or lot code.
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More recent CMOS or BiCMOS technology is more
tolerant to SEL effect, but the manufacture’s data or lot
code is not always provided in the test report.
11) Minimum DC voltage: Lowest bias voltage in V. It is
known that, when the supply voltage is reduced, the
cross-section of SEL increases. The lower bias voltage
reduces the direct current in the devices and therefore the
critical charge required to upset the circuit is also
reduced.
12) Power Consumption in mW.
13) Radiation Hardened or not.
C. Outcomes with Respect to LET Level
Electronic Stopping Power is the amount of energy lost by
the incident ion along its path in the absorber medium when
colliding with atomic electronics in the unit of [MeV/cm].
Liner Energy Transfer (LET) is defined, from the electronic
stopping power, divided by the mass density of the absorber
medium, so it is equivalently mass electronic stopping power
in unit if [MeV cm2/mg]. As mentioned previously, one can
anticipate that some of the device characteristics have a strong
influence on the SEL threshold. Therefore, the outcome or the
result classification of test data is divided in to 3 SEL
immunity categories (or hypotheses) with respect to LET
levels:
• H1: Immune to LET higher than 5 MeV,
• H2: Immune to LET higher than 37.5 MeV, and
• H3: Immune to LET higher than 75 MeV.
D. Dominant Attribute Extraction and Guideline Derivation
In the H1 category for a device to be SEL immune for 5
MeV or higher LET, the most dominant attribute by the
machine reasoning framework is the Manufactured Year of
devices. The binarization threshold value calculated by the
conditional entropy minimization is year 2005, and by this
number, for any device, manufactured year is converted to 1
(later than 2005) or -1 (earlier than 2005) or 0 (when there is
no year information). This finding is not too surprising as, over
time, feature size and voltage scaling will lead to internal field
gradients that are eventually too low to maintain a latch-up
current. In 2005, the predominant CMOS feature size was
approximately 350 nm, while the voltage was scaled to Vdd=
0.3 V [7]. The guideline rule by the (manufactured) Year is:
R1: {Year = ‐1} Æ T (“if Year<2005, immune to 5 MeV
or higher”).
The guideline certainty and the margin of errors are
The
calculated as: <p1>= 0.92871 and <e1>=0.095337.
number of samples removed by this Year= -1 pattern is 26, and
these 26 samples are removed for consideration in the 2nd
round of attribute selection and rule derivation. The next 2
rules are as follows:
R2:{Die Area = 1} ÆT , <p2>=0.8335, <e2>=0.1721
R3:{Settling Time=‐1}ÆT , <p3>=0.9414, <e2>=0.0789
The step continues until the dataset is empty. There are 11
steps of attribute selection and rule extraction for H1. In the
order of importance, the attributes determined for H1 are: Year,
Die Area, Settling Time, and Feature Size.
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In H2 categorry for a devicce to be SEL immune for 37.5
3
L
the most dominant
d
attrib
bute is determiined
MeeV or higher LET,
to be Die Area. The binarizatiion threshold value
v
for Die Area
A
1 mm2 and, by
y this number, device die areea is
is ccalculated as 15
connverted to 1 (larger
(
than 15
5) or -1 (smalller than 15) or
o 0
(w
when there is no
o die area inforrmation). Thee rule according
g to
Die Area is:
1:{Die Area = 1} Æ F (“If Die Areaa > 15 mm2, NOT
N
R1
im
mmune to 37.5 MeV
M or higherr”).
A
And the certainty and the maargin of errors are calculated
d as:
<pp1>= 0.7998 and <e1>=0.3508
83.
oved by this Die
D Area patterrn is
The number of samples remo
n in
only 3, and thesee 3 samples arre removed for consideration
n the
thee next round off attribute selecction and rule derivation. In
seccond step, the same Die Arrea is selected
d as the domin
nant
attrribute with a ru
ule:
R2
2:{Die Area
a= ‐1} ÆT (“else if Diee Area< 15 mm
m 2,
im
mmune to 37.5 MeV or higher”)
h
with<
<p2>=0.6665 and
<e2>=0.2177.
Despite its
This second step removees 19 samplees.
mportance as atttribute, the low
w certainty an
nd high margin
n of
im
errror are due mainly to the lack
k of informatio
on on Die Area in
moost of the samp
ple data - only 22 samples ou
ut of 170 have die
areea information.. The next step
p of the rule is found as follow
ws:
R3
3:{Year= ‐1}
} ÆT , <p3>=0.75 and <e3>=
=0.3.

E. Testting the Machinne Reasoning SSystem
Now w
we run the macchine reasoninng code to checck a fictitious
A/D connverter:
• Bit-Resolutioon: 12
S
• Process Technnology: CMOS
• ADC Architecture: successiive approximattion
• Conversion T
Time: A/D connverter with 0.22 μs
W,
• Power Consuumption: 75 mW
• Power Supplyy: single supplyy of +5V
• Feature Size: 2 μm
• Die Area: 9.66 mm2.
wn
• Year: unknow

The rule for H2
H has eventu
ually 11 stepss. In the orderr of
mportance, the attributes deteermined for H2
H are: Die Area,
A
im
Yeear, Settling Tiime, and Featu
ure Size. Comp
pared with the top
4 aattributes for H1,
H those for H2
H are exactly
y the same exccept
thee switched ordeer for the top and
a the second attributes.
In H3 category
y for a device to be SEL imm
mune for 75 MeV
M
he most domin
nant attribute iss determined to
o be
or higher LET, th
H category. The
T binarizatio
on threshold vaalue
Die Area as in H2
b thee con
nditional entrropy
forr Die Area calculated by
miinimization is 15
1 mm2 as in H2.
H The guidelline rule accord
ding
to Die Area is:
2: {Die Area
a = 1} Æ F (“if Die Areaa > 15 mm2, NOT
N
R2
im
mmune to 75 MeV
M
LET or higher”)
h
with <p
< 1>= 0.7998 and
<e1>=0.35083.

Fig. 4. Deecision output on H
H1 for a fictitious A/D converter.

A
Again, despitee its importancce as attribute, the low certainty
andd high margin of error of Die Area is due mainly
m
to the lack
l
of information in
n most devices. The next 2 rulles are as follows:
2:{Year = ‐1
1} ÆT , <p2>=0.75,
>
<e2>=0
0.3
R2
R3
3:{Settling Time= 1}ÆF , <p3>=0.79
998, <e2>=0.1109
ntinue and the H3
Thhe attribute secction and rule extraction con
hass a total of 11th
1
steps. In
n the order off importance, the
attrributes determ
mined for H3 are: Die Areea, Year, Settling
Tim
me, and Conveerter Type (AD
DC or DAC), and Feature Size.
S
Coompared with th
he top 4 attribu
utes for H1 and
d H2, those forr H3
aree exactly the same
s
except th
he added attrib
bute of Conveerter
Tyype.
deline rules fo
or 3
The attributes and the correesponding guid
mmunity are no
othing but a prriori
diffferent categories of SEL im
infformation baseed on the datasset and the dataaset alone. Next,
N
wee test this mach
hine reasoning system for a fictitious
fi
candid
date
devvice.

H1, since the deevice lacks the Year informattion, the first
For H
2 steps oof the rule aree skipped or m
missed, but the third step of
the rule with Die Areea matches annd produces thhe output as
sown in Figure 4, indiicating that “The Die Area iss bigger than
5.0 mm2 , therefore devvice is immunne to 5 MeV orr above LET
level witth certainty of 0.8335 and a m
margin of errorr at 0.1722.”

H2, the device m
misses the firstt step but matcches with the
For H
second sstep of the rulle (with Die A
Area threshold of 15 mm2)
with<p>
>=0.667 and<
<e>=0.2177, aas shown inn Figure 5,
indicatinng that “The ddevice is NOT
T immune to 337.5 MeV or
above L
LET level with certainty of 0.6665 and a maargin of error
Die Area is smaller than 15.0 mm2.”
0.2177 because its D
Apparenntly the device’s immunity aggainst SEL in 37.5 MeV is
much loower than that for 5 MeV, aand the marginn of error for
the SEL
L immunity is too high to accept this deevice for H2
categoryy.

Fig. 5. Deecision output on H
H2 for a fictitious A/D converter.

H3, the device m
misses the firstt step but matcches with the
For H
second sstep but with vvery low certainty as shown in Figure 6:
<p>=0.55 and <e1>=0.2231, indicatingg that “The deevice is NOT
immunee to 75 MeV oor above LET level with cerrtainty of 0.5
margin of error 0.23096 becauuse its Die Areea is smaller
and a m
than 15..0 mm2.” Acctually the guiideline is moree like a coin
toss. A
Apparently thee device’s imm
munity againstt SEL in 75
MeV or above is too loow to accept.

Fig. 6. Deecision output on H
H3 for a fictitious A/D converter.
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